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1 Design

1.1 Projection view

Varying weight settings allows users to adapt the parameter space to best facilitate their analyses.
For example, a scientist wants to give more weight to the solvent features because they suspect that
this parameter carries the most information. Section 3 shows examples of projections performed
with different weighting.

Figure 1 (right) shows the initial design of the aggregated projection view, where we visualized
the projected parameter space by interpolating between the points. The interpolation visualization
suggests continuity in the parameter space and the presence of data that is not found in the dataset.

Figure 2 shows the overview hex bin aggregation and a zoomed-in version (highlighted in red).
The zooming is not an optical zoom (i.e., hexagons get bigger), but a semantic zoom, which means
that the zoomed-in region shows more details about the parameter space (i.e., a higher number of
bins within the same region than before).

Figure 3 shows an example of three juxtaposed projection views. The projection views show
the predicted yield of a Bayesian RO on a deoxyfluorination reaction examined by Shields et al. [1]
over three consecutive time steps. In the first experiment step, the model predictions have a high
uncertainty due to the lack of available data. Over the next two experiment steps, the RO search
space gets explored more and more, making the Bayesian optimization model more certain in its
predictions. We can clearly see how more and more areas of the RO search space are explored and
experiments with high yield are found (see Figure 3 step 3: yellow area).
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Figure 1: Aggregated view with a hexagonal binning of the RO space (left) compared to interpo-
lating the RO space (right).

Figure 2: Example of semantic zoom of the hex bin aggregation.

2 Implementation

2.1 Projecting Data

For large datasets, we implemented an incremental version of PCA that processes the data in
chunks before performing a final projection with t-SNE or UMAP. We checked the viability of
this method by comparing projections with and without the use of chunking. One example is
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Experiment Step 1

Experiment Step 3

Experiment Step 2

Figure 3: Example of juxtaposed projection views showing three steps of an RO workflow. This
example shows the results of bayesian RO on deoxyfluorination [1].

shown in Figure 4, where we projected deoxyfluorination [1] reaction data (left) with t-SNE, and
(right) with chunked t-SNE. For both projections, we used the substrate concentration, sulfonyl
equivalent, base equivalent, and temperature experiment parameters and the sulfonyl, base, and
solvent descriptor features. To activate the use of chunking for the same dataset, we started
CIME4R with the ”reaction cime max memory usage for projections=10” environment variable
that limits the memory use of a calculating a projection to 10 MB (by default it is 50MB). The
results of this projection can be seen in Figure 5, where the two projections show slight variations,
but the overall layout of the two projections is the same.

3 Results

3.1 Case study 1

For projecting the data we selected the descriptors of the compounds. We used Gower’s distance
and assigned a weight of 1 to the aryl, base, and ligand descriptors, and a weight of 2 to the additive
descriptors. We tried several different ways to project the dataset but found the setup mentioned
before to create the most useful projection.

Descriptors of chemical compounds usually comprise a large number of numerical features.
Without weighting, each descriptor feature would have the same influence on the projection as other
features (see Figure 6 A). This would result in one or more of the descriptors outweighing other
parameters chosen for the projection. By using weighted projection, all descriptors have the same
importance, independent from the number of features a descriptor comprises of (see Figure 6 B).

Due to the large number of additives (22) investigated in this reaction, it can be challenging to
get an overview of the most generalizable conditions. To aid with this, the aggregation feature of
LineUp was utilized to group the experiments by the base and ligand, and the distribution of the
measured yield is displayed, as seen in Figure 7. With this representation, it was observed that
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t-SNE

chunked t-SNE

Figure 4: Example t-SNE projection log output of deoxyfluorination [1] reaction data with (upper)
and without (lower) chunking.

using MTBD as the base with one of three ligands gave the highest yields on average.

3.2 Case study 2

For projecting the data we selected (i) the experimental parameters, (ii) the DFT descriptors for
each chemical compound, and (iii) and the shap values for each component at the end of the final
(7th cycle). We used the Gower distance metric and assigned a weight of 1 to each category of
features except for the ligand descriptors, to which we assigned a total weighting of 3. The weighting
was necessary mainly due to the descriptors but also to account for the importance of the ligand
component in this reaction.

The need for weighting can also be seen when using categorical factors when descriptors are not
present. For example in Figure 8 the projection was generated using t-SNE with Gower metric
and a weighting of 1 for all experimental parameters. Here the main clusters represent experiments
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t-SNE chunked t-SNE

Figure 5: Example t-SNE projection view of deoxyfluorination [1] reaction data with (left) and
without (right) chunking. The layout of the projection is slightly different, but the overall structure
and cluster formation are the same.

that were performed using a combination of one base and one solvent, whilst the different ligands
studied are clustered together in the smallest sub-cluster. While this overview may provide a good
visualization for the effects of the base and solvent, it is not helpful if the effect of the ligand is of
most interest. Therefore having the ability to increase the weighting of each factor, is important to
enable the user to visualize the data in multiple meaningful ways. For example, in Figure 9, the
projection was repeated with the weighting of the ligand set to 2. This improved the distribution
of the points according to ligand, enabling an overview of the best conditions between ligands to
be compared.

Changing the projection can also be helpful for understanding the reaction optimization cam-
paign. In Figure 10 an overview of the parameter space, where each cluster represents the com-
bination of one base and one solvent (like in Figure 8) is shown, with aggregation of the predicted
yield and prediction standard deviation across each cycle. Here, it is easier to visualize how the
model’s prediction varies with each solvent and base combination, compared to the projection used
in the main paper. However, for simplicity, in the main paper, we show only one projection which
was found to be the most useful.
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Figure 6: Example of a projection (A) without and (B) with weighting. (A) In this example the
projection includes the five experiment parameters and the descriptors for the base (21 features),
ligand (531 features), and solvent (22 features). Each parameter as well as each descriptor feature
has the same influence on the projection. This also means that the ligand descriptor has a total
relative importance of 531, while the base, solvent, and temperature only have 22, 21, and 1 relative
importance respectively during the projection. (B) In this example, we assigned a total weight of 1 to
each descriptor. Therefore each descriptor feature only has a weighting of 1/n where n is the number
of features a descriptor comprises of (e.g., a weight of 1/531 for each ligand descriptor feature).
Overall this results in a balanced importance for the projection, meaning that the descriptors and
experiment parameters each have a total weight of 1.
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Figure 7: Aggregation feature of LineUp utilized to group all experiments performed with the Aryl
Iodide substrate by the base and ligand to visualize the distribution of the measured yield
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Clustering of direct arylation dataset using experiment parameters with equal weighting

1 cluster = 1 base

1 sub cluster = 
1 base + 1 solvent

All ligands

Figure 8: Comparison of weighted projection with all experiment parameters weighted at 1.
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Clustering of direct arylation dataset using experiment parameters with non equal weighting:
(Ligand: 2, Solvent: 1, Base: 1, Concentration: 1, Temperature: 1)

1 cluster = 1 ligand

1 ligand + 
1 base

1 ligand + 
1 solvent

Figure 9: Comparison of weighted projection with all experiment parameters weighted at 1 except
for ligand at weight 2.
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Figure 10: Alternative projection of parameter space, aggregated by predicted yield and standard
deviation showing the progression of EDBO after each cycle.
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